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What you will learn?
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How the standards of leadership are evolving and how leaders can get ahead of the curve.

Hiring best practices that lead to significant shifts in employee-leadership relations.

5 goals leaders should have among their long-term career initiatives in order to model 
leadership for tomorrow’s leaders.

5 major tools every company can use to magnetize their leadership to attract top talent.

5 mini-practices that take very little time to do, but make huge impacts on morale, 
collaboration, and productivity.



“Having a good idea that makes things better rarely pushes organizational 
transformation. Having a pain that needs relieving does.” 

Karen Huller



If a tree falls in the forest....

Branding doesn’t 

work if what’s inside 

doesn’t match what’s 

promised on the 

package

And...



Clarity Authenticity Consistency

Keys to Successful Brands
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Visibility



Name major events or movements of the past 10 years that have 
inspired changes in policies, procedures, hiring, or training
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#MeToo

#LeanIn/#Diversity/#Bias

#Trump/#takeaknee/#etc

#PapaJohns

#TheGreatRecession

#Engagement 

#Equifax/#DataBreech

#Snowden/#Tesla 



What are the dominant perceptions of executives? 
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Money-hungry aka “Profit-driven”

Egotistical

Unethical

Out of touch, Ivory TowerUnemotional

Inhumane

Play favorites/unfair



What do employees want?
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From 2016 Glassdoor report, “What makes a great CEO”

“Predictive Importance of Various Factors for CEO Approval Ratings

Category Variable Importance bank as a predictor Importance index (Shapley value)

Culture Factors 

(Glassdoor Ratings)

Senior Leadership Rating 1 44.8%

Career Opportunities Rating 2 24.7%

Work-Life Balancing Rating 3 9.6%

Compensation and benefits Rating 4 8.9%

CEO and Company 

Characteristics

Industry of Company 5 4.5%

Year 6 3.3%

CEO is Founder 7 1.7%

Profitability of Company 8 1.1%

Tenure of CEO 9 0.6%

Gender of CEO 10 0.3%

Total Pay of CEO 11 0.2%

Age of CEO 12 0.1%

Education of CEO (MBA) 13 0.1%



What really engages employees
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Good bosses 
(What makes them 

so?)

Growth 
opportunities 

Work-life 
considerations 

Comp and bennies

Company 
vision/mission 

Reasonable ratio 
of CEO/executive 
pay to lowest paid 

employees

Conducive culture 
Forward-thinking 

visionaries 

Understands 
integrity 

Can put their ego 
aside

Strong financial 
performance -

#winning
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“Here are three questions that every 

follower is asking about their leader: 

Can you help me? 

Do you care about me?

Can I trust you?”

Todd Russell Petty

(CEO of Mainstay Senior Living)
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Stress impacts leadership (and staff) performance > compassion 

coaching alleviates stress

Emotional, social, and cognitive intelligence competencies predict 

effectiveness in management and leadership roles in a variety of Italian 

organizations

Happy employees have, on average, 31% higher productivity; their 

sales are 37% higher; their creativity is 3X higher.

Dopamine is the key to the motivational centers of the brain; to keep 

engagement up, integrate pleasure into employees’ workdays.

The brain experiences fatigue that impacts performance, which can be 

prevented with regular rest, even more frequent in times of stress.

Research findings 

that stand to disrupt 

dominant leadership 

models



5 mini-practices that take very little time to do, but make huge 
impacts on morale, collaboration, and productivity.
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• 2-3 minutes
Regular gratitude and 

acknowledgement  

• 20-30 minutes unplugged 2x per dayCognitive reset breaks 

• 2 minutes+ every 25 minutesPositive energy breaks

• More up-front time, but much time back (ROI)Communication training 

• 5-10 minutes weekly Team Building 



5 Policies that enhance efficacy of the practices
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•Vs. RequirementsEncouragement

•Vs. DictationEducation

•Vs. Punitive SystemHonor System

•Vs. Company 1stSelf-Care Culture

•Vs. Safety DanceFail-forward Culture



Hiring best practices that shift employee-leadership relations
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Audit recruiting and hiring processes

Diligent follow-up and actionWin-win Negotiations

Experiential Recruiting



5 Major Tools Every Company Can use to magazine their 
leadership to attract top talent
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Storytelling
Experiential 

Recruiting events

Speakers 

LinkedIn

Blogs

Careers Pages

Press (HARO)

Industry Events

Profile Content 

Status Updates

Proactive input 

solicitation and 

outreach efforts



Case Studies
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Aetna NFL



Goals for Leadership
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Accessibility (Visibility)

Approachability

Tuned in and 

willing to act

Career planning

Get educated on 

real costs of living

Servant leadership

Get coached 

Become better 

coaches
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QUESTIONS?
Contact me: Karen Huller

610-888-6939

Karen@epiccareering.com


